Drapery Sheer ClearStays
Installation Instructions
ClearStays are used to improve performance of the Drapery Sheer Product. ClearStays are
packaged in two sets: Intermediate ClearStays and Fabric Panel Connecting ClearStays. The
Fabric Panel ClearStays that are to be used between connecting fabric panels will have a small
set of Scotch-Mate on both the front and backside on the bottom of the ClearStay. These
ClearStays will be packaged separately from intermediate ClearStays.
Intermediate ClearStays
1. Hold ClearStay upright with the punch end up and the curve
facing to the right.
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2. Bend tab out at an approximate 35o angle.
3. Starting on the left side of the shade,
position the first clear stay approximately 1"
below the top edge of the fabric panel and in
front of the first and second billow separation.

4. Angle the top of the clear stay and
insert it between the first and second
billow separation.

5. Position the ClearStay between the two
halves of the fabric hanger and below the
notch in the back side of the fabric
hanger.

6. Slide the top of the ClearStay up through
the notch in the back of the fabric hanger
so that the tab on the ClearStay fully clears
the top edge of the Fabric Hanger.

7. Slide the ClearStay back down gently so that
the tab on the ClearStay seats itself into the
notch on the fabric hanger. Repeat steps 1-7
until end of the panel is reached.

Connecting Fabric Panels with ClearStays
ClearStays that are to be used between connecting fabric panels will have a small set of ScotchMate on both the front and backside on the bottom of the ClearStay. These ClearStays will be
packaged separately from intermediate ClearStays.
8. Follow steps 1 - 7 and hang the Fabric Panel Connecting ClearStay between the first and
second fabric panel. Remove the liner of the mating halves of the Scotch-Mate and the bottom
of the ClearStay. Gently pull the slack out of the fabric and adhere the Scotch-Mate to the fabric
for both sides of the ClearStay, connecting the two panels with the ClearStay. Repeat this step
to adjoin all remaining panels.
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